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Abstract—One of the main challenges in socially assistive robotics is providing flexible and easy-to-use programming tools for users. Unlike other robots, designing socially assistive robots includes the subject-matter-experts (SMEs) from non-engineering disciplines. Therefore, the provided tools should be suitable for users with less programming experience. On the other hand, socially assistive robotic research involves field trials and user-centric studies, in which user and subject matter expert comments are used to improve the robot applications. Therefore, field programmability and customizability are key requirements. This paper presents a programming framework for socially assistive robots, which satisfies the above requirements; programmability by non-experts, field programmability and customizability. The proposed framework has been successfully implemented, deployed, and tested. Some robots with the framework presented in this paper are already in the commercialization pathway.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software plays a major role in robotics as it is the means of controlling the physical agent and embodying the intelligence in it. Robotic software development is always a difficult and complex task since robotic systems are typically concurrent, distributed, embedded, real time, and data intensive. Therefore, there have been many research attempts to develop various methods, frameworks, and tools for easing robot programming tasks \cite{1}\cite{2}\cite{3}\cite{4}\cite{5}.

In recent research, many software engineering issues of robotics have been identified \cite{6} and various potential solutions have been proposed \cite{7}. However, these attempts aim at solving mainstream robotic problems. There are some unique problems to be solved in the domain of socially assistive robotics \cite{8}\cite{9}.

Developing socially assistive robots is an emerging and important goal in robotics research \cite{10} \cite{11}. It is an interdisciplinary research area, which requires collaboration between a wide range of disciplines, including robotics, health sciences, psychology, gerontology, and human-computer interaction. This trend is a result of the increasing abilities of mobile service robots and the increasing needs of people for various kinds of help. In particular the median age of the world population is increasing \cite{12}. On the other hand, there is an increasing shortfall in numbers of health professionals and caregivers \cite{13}.

There have been many attempts to find assistive robotic solutions to these socio-economic issues. Mobility aids \cite{14}, manipulation aids \cite{15}, therapeutic aids \cite{16}, and surgical robots \cite{17}, physical and mental rehabilitation robots \cite{18} \cite{19}, medication reminding robots \cite{8} and elder-care robots \cite{20} \cite{21} are some examples. Among these solutions, ‘socially assistive robots’ belong to a distinct category.

Socially assistive robots are different from social robots and entertainment robots, which provide relatively simple human-robot interactions. In contrast, socially assistive robots are expected to provide a broad range of services to support daily activities of users. However, designing such robots poses new challenges, as individualized requirements to cater for the special needs of each user need to be considered \cite{22}, \cite{23}, \cite{24}.

In our previous research, it was found that socially assistive robot demand some special features; i.e. feature richness, rapid prototyping, customizability, involvement of subject matter experts, and end-user programmability \cite{9}.

- **Feature richness**: To be useful to the users, socially assistive robots should be capable of providing a range of service. Our previous studies showed that the users expect features which are similar to feature-rich desktop applications.
- **Rapid prototyping**: In socially assistive robot development, there is a focus on field trials with real participants with the objective of improving the design using user feedback. Therefore, the ability develop robot applications rapidly is very important.
- **Customizability**: This is related to the previous point. Customizability enables the inclusion of real-time feedback from the SMEs, pilot groups, end users, and other stakeholders, while reducing the introduction of new bugs and minimizing additional software testing. The software architecture should be flexible enough to accommodate new findings, suggestions, and new requirements, even during testing and deployment phases.
- **Involvement of SMEs**: SMEs are professionals with expert knowledge in a particular domain. For example, doctors, nurses, caregivers, health psychologists, and health care researchers are the SMEs in the health care domain. Inputs of SMEs are mandatory to provide a robotic solution to any application domain. In traditional software development approaches, SMEs were mainly involved in requirement gathering and validation phases, but largely excluded in the development phase. In agile approaches, SMEs are heavily involved in the software design and the development phase, but still the programming is done by programmers. In our approach we tried to extend the involvement of SMEs to the extent of doing actual application development.
End-user programmability: Socially assistive robots are meant for helping people. Therefore, providing tools for end-users to customize the robot behavior without requiring changes to the code is another important consideration.

In order to cater these requirements, effective programming frameworks and tools are necessary. In this paper, one such programming framework, which was implemented and used for real-world robot deployment is presented.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed framework

Figure 1 gives a simplified view of the proposed framework. It has 3 key features:

1) Separation of robot behaviour description and the behaviour execution
2) Combining robot actions, user inputs and the graphical user interface (GUI)
3) Behaviour description language for describing robot behaviour as a finite state machine

A. Separation of robot behaviour description and the behaviour execution

The robot behaviour can include anything that the robot is supposed to do. In our implementations, we considered the following behaviours:

- Things displayed on the screen (Components of the GUI such as text, buttons, images, movies, etc.).
- Speech.
- Events that the robot can receive and corresponding actions, such as network events and actions.
- Background actions, i.e. things that the robot can do transparent to the user.
- Events.

In the proposed framework, the Robot Behaviour Description (RBD) is completely isolated from the behaviour execution. The Behaviour Execution Engine (BEE) is responsible for generating the robot behaviour as per the RBD. The BEE is the core software and it contains all the code. However, the BEE does not contain any information about the robot behaviour; i.e. what the robot is supposed to do in a given application scenario. On the other hand, RBD contains all the information pertaining to a given application scenario. Therefore, to develop a new application to suite a given scenario, or to customize an existing application, changes to the core software (BEE) are not necessary. This approach provides the following benefits:

- Since modifications to the execution engine are not necessary to develop a complete new robotic application, the execution engine can be well tested and made highly reliable
- The same execution engine can be re-used on multiple robots to deliver completely different applications, without much software development effort.
- Since the RBD is much simpler than a computer program, it can be authored and edited by someone without any programming knowledge (for example, by an SME)
- New behaviors can be defined rapidly, since programming is not involved
- Changes to the robot behavior can be introduced at any time (even after the deployment) just by editing the RBD

As per the Figure 1, conceptually BEE can support multiple robot APIs through different robot middleware and the behaviour may be executed on different robots.

The syntax of the RBD, implementation of the BEE and the details of the robot APIs are implementation specific and do not constitute the core concept described above. The implementation specific details are explained in Section III.

B. Combining robot actions, user inputs and the graphical user interface

Usually, in robotic applications, the GUI is not included in the robot behaviour design. Instead, the focus is on robot behaviour such as path planning, navigation, and other actions. However, in most service robot applications, the GUI is a dominant part of the robot behavior, since the user experience highly depends on the audio visual output and the interactions with the robot. In most service robots available in the market, touch screens are used as the main mode of interaction [25]. Therefore, to have effective human-robot interaction, robot actions, user inputs, as well as changes in GUI, should be synchronized. This feature is especially needed in designing a service robot for the healthcare domain [9].

C. Behaviour description language for describing robot behaviour as a finite state machine

As mentioned above, RBD is created as a finite state machine (FSM). Fig 2 depicts a state. An state description includes visual output (GUI), expected events, robot actions, and speech. The structure of RBD is described in Section III.

III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

A. Robot hardware

The mobile platform of HealthBots robot is the Cafero mobile robot developed by Yujin Robot Company, Korea (Fig. 3). The robot hardware consists of a differential drive mobile platform, two single board computers, sonar sensors, microphone, speakers, touch screen mounted on an actuated head, camera, and USB ports.
B. Robot behaviour description (RBD)

The relationship between RBD and BEE is shown in Fig. 4.

In the current implementation, an XML based method was used to describe the RBD. However, as pointed out above, the format of the RBD is not important for the key concepts proposed in this paper (Section II). Therefore, any other suitable representation may be used for RBD, with modifications to RBD parser shown in Fig. 4.

RBD describes the robot behaviour as a finite state machine. Fig. 5 shows the format of RBD in the current implementation. Screen, background actions, and expected events are defined for each state. The complete RBD is a collection of states defined in this way, thus representing a finite state machine.

Fig. 6 shows the transition through some sample states with corresponding screens. This may help the reader understand what happens during the execution of robot behaviour. This figure depicts a simplified finite state machine, showing state transition from the starting state (robot’s default state) to ‘vital signs measurement.’

C. Behaviour execution engine (BEE)

The BEE was developed using C++ and ActionScript 3.0. BEE parses RBD and generates the corresponding finite state machine. This finite state machine interacts with several sub-modules of BEE; screen generator, text-to-speech, web-service connector, robot API, middleware API, web services API, and third-part application API. As a result, the robot executes the behaviour, which is a combination of GUI, speech, web service calls, control messages sent through the middleware, and third-party applications (Fig. 4). Specifically, BEE was designed to,

- render the screen layout,
- generate text-to-speech,
- access external web-services to get information,
- control robot movements,
- send and receive messages with back-end systems and various sub-systems,
- save data to databases using web-services, and
- invoke third-party applications pertaining to the current state.

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Overall, the robot was capable of doing vital signs measurement (blood pressure, pulse oximetry, blood glucose strip testing), resident schedule reminding, medication management, communication (with relatives, friends, staff), brain fitness games, entertainment and user authentication.

A. Field trials

Following three field trials were conducted at Selwyn Village retirement centre in Point Chevalier, Auckland, New Zealand to collect psychological results related to human robot interaction.

- Study 1: in public spaces (in independent apartment building common areas and rest home common rooms)
- Study 2: in private spaces (independent living apartments and rest home rooms)
- Study 3: monitoring studies with falls monitoring, wandering and activity monitoring in the rest home.

The robot spent approximately two weeks in an independent living building and approximately two weeks in a rest home. At scheduled times the robot visited apartments or rooms (study 2). The remainder of the day was spent in a public place (study 1). When the robot was in the public place, anyone could approach the robot and interact with it. For study 3, a ZigBee sensor network and other systems has been implemented to receive falls events from wearable accelerometer devices. Once a fall event is received, it was relayed to the robot and the robot reacted by going to the falls location and by starting a remote monitoring session.

In total 67 people interacted with the robot. There were 42 participants in study 1 (public spaces), 25 in study 2 (private spaces), and five in study 3 (falls monitoring). There were two main objectives of these field trials; collecting technical results and psychological results. This paper is focused on technical aspects and psychological results are published elsewhere. Table I shows some statistics collected during these field trials.

B. Software development

For these scenarios, it was required to develop several software versions for the robots. Since the requirements of the healthcare robotics domain was little understood [9], these software versions had to undergo several revisions, both in laboratory environments as well as in the field.
All these versions were developed using the programming framework described above. As a result of the architecture, which comprised of RBD and BEE, software development process was managed smoothly, enhancing the involvement of SMEs.

The effect of the architecture on the software development process can be understood from the data presented in Fig. 7. These results explains the advantage of the architecture stated in Section II-A.

Fig. 7(a) shows the number of commits to SVN repository of both BEE and RBD, against time. This clearly shows that at the beginning of the development phase, there were many changes to BEE and eventually it stabilized. RBD development started much later and the latter part of the development phase is entirely dedicated to RBD development, with no changes to BEE.

Fig. 7(b) shows the accumulated number of SVN commits. BEE development starts before RBD development as BEE does not require the exact scenarios of application requirements. Therefore, developers can start with a set of features and focus on making BEE stable. As and when scenario requirements are developed, RBDs can be developed independently. This figure shows the accumulated SVN commits of four scenarios (RBDs). RBD development times are relatively shorter since the development requires authoring an XML file and testing only.

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Times used (%)</th>
<th>Avg. rating (%)</th>
<th>Overall rating (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood pres.</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood oxy.</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calling</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain game</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Robot behaviour description (RBD).

C. Conclusion

During the development, deployment and testing, several observations were made and lessons were learned, related to the above presented software architecture.

a) Increased involvement of SMEs: Since the entire robot behaviour was confined to RBD, which was much easier to understand and edit than a programming language, SMEs were closely involved in the development process. Some SMEs learned the syntax of RBD (XML based) quickly and were able to author and modify robot behavior themselves, with little help from software engineers.

b) Rapid prototyping: During testing and requirement analysis, it was required to develop several robot behaviours for demonstrations and discussions. Software engineers were able to rapidly develop these since changes to BEE (source code) were not required.

c) Increased stakeholder participation: During pilot testing and even during field trials, valuable suggestions and comments were received from the stakeholders such as end-users, caregiver, nurses, and other health professionals. Most of suggested changes were incorporated to robot behaviour with minimal effort, just by modifying RBD.
d) Improved testing: In robotic applications, usually it is difficult to resolve all software issues in the laboratory and a substantial period of field testing is required to correct all errors. Due to the separation of RBD and BEE, it was possible to handle errors related to robot features and robot behaviour separately. Most errors related to features were resolved in the laboratory since those errors were confined to BEE, which does not contain any behaviour specific data. On the other hand, behaviour specific errors were resolved during field trials. Fixing behaviour specific errors in the field was quick as it did not involve any changes to the source code.

e) Software integration: BEE is a complex distributed software, which was built integrating several research software modules. Therefore, a considerable time and effort were spent on BEE development and testing. However, during the development of BEE software engineers did not have to spend on BEE development and testing. However, during the development of BEE software engineers did not have to

f) Cost of software errors: In software development, it is generally true that errors introduced at the beginning of the specification phase are likely to only be detected during the use of the product [26]. This is quite true in socially assistive robot design as well. Specially, since the application domain is not well understood, errors in requirements are discovered only during field trials [9]. However, in the proposed architecture, since robot behaviour (RBD) is separated from execution (BEE), user requirements are not required at the beginning and therefore, user requirement errors are not introduced to the core software (BEE). User requirements are required for the development of RBD and errors of these requirements can be identified through field testing and trials and can be quickly fixed without touching the source code.
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